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THE PROMISE OF CHANGE
"The novel is riveted with allusions to Austen and readers will see a plot unfold that is not unlike a storyline
from Austen; some pride, a little deception and plenty of romance fill these pages, making the novel a fun
read." - INsite magazine

RESCUING LACEY
“Rescuing Lacey is the perfect thing to while away the cold winter nights.” - Home Magazine
“Rebecca Heflin not only writes wonderful characters, her descriptions of Costa Rica are rich and vibrant,
making one feel as they were there too. Not only that, the sexual tension between Luke and Lacey is
exquisite. It grabs one by the throat and keeps the reader turning those pages! The story is a bit
predictable, losing it half a star, but don't let that be a deterrent. This story is sweet at times, romantic
and sexy at others and assuredly, well worth the read!!!” - InD'tale Magazine
“Every word used was carefully chosen to pull the reader into the story, piquing his interest more into
checking the wonderful country out. If you are still deciding whether or not to spend a week in Costa Rica,
this novel will make the decision for you.” - Travelnovel.com
“This was a beautifully told story. I love it when an author can transport you to another place, another
time — something that requires so much description that they have to paint a picture for you like you've
never been there . . . The detail that she painted for me just flowed and there were times I felt like I was
really there.” - The Romance Reviews

DREAMS OF PERFECTION
“Ms. Heflin writes a lovely contemporary romance highlighting that what one thinks is perfect is not
always right.” - InD'Tale Magazine
“I adored this novel, and will be looking for more from Ms. Heflin. She really knows how to tell a tale!” Night Owl Romance

SHIP OF DREAMS
A TRR Top Pick and Reader's Choice Nominee. "It's a rare treat to find a book that has impeccable humor
along with a good storyline and hot sex, but Ms. Heflin does all three and does them well in SHIP OF
DREAMS." - The Romance Reviews
"A wonderful plot, humor, sensuality, shipboard romance, betrayal and love make this delightful story
memorable." - Romance Junkies

“What a way to make a sizzling New-York-minute character introduction! Laura and Nathan immediately
pop off the page in this sizzling second installment for the Dreams Come True Series." - InD'Tale Magazine
"Ship of Dreams was a fantastic read!" - Nerdy Girl Reviews, RomCon Reader

ROMANCING DR. LOVE
“Ms. Heflin does a fine job of bringing her readers into the sticky heat of a Georgia summer, relieved only
occasionally by summer storms and hot sex.” - InD'tale Magazine

WINNING DR. WENTWORTH
"What an enjoyable way to spend an evening!" - InD'tale Magazine

EDUCATING DR. MAYFIELD
"Outstanding on its own, this romance is a worthy addition to the Sterling University series." - InD'tale
Magazine

A SEASON TO DANCE
"A SEASON TO DANCE by Rebecca Heflin is a small town contemporary second chance romance with
characters that evoke all of your emotions from high to low and vivid writing that makes you believe you
are dancing right along with the heroine." ~ The Romance Reviews
“A SEASON TO DANCE, is, in short, a fantastic read for any fan of well-written contemporary romance.” ~
InD’tale Magazine
"Olivia James and Zach Ryder are excellent characters that are well crafted throughout the novel. Heflin
has created an intriguing love story with enough material for her planned series." ~ The BookLife Prize

A SEASON TO LOVE
Rebecca Heflin has outdone herself with the second book in her Seasons of Northridge series. A perfect
way to pass some time, readers will escape into an engaging and stirring plot with just a touch of
sweetness thrown in! ~ InD’tale Magazine

